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Edward H

on
03/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










lets see, two extra mags that go for about 50.00 a piece, an extra barrel that is about 210.00 new, tritium sights that about 200.00 if purchased thru Sig. Do the math. I shot a 1.5 hole with one mag at 12 yards, I even kept the target to show a buddy who wanted one. He got one. I have the aluminum frame sigs, had them for years , still consider them the cadillac of handguns, okay, now just order a 250 and get it over with before they jump to standard Sig prices. 











Jody H

on
03/14/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What else can you say? Sig quality is always good. I like this pistol because of the way its made, a very safe, reliable pistol! 











Lane B

on
12/18/2011




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Great deal but had to sell it. The trigger pull is rediculously long. I do not know how you could can stand it. I had the same problem with the sig p250 45. Sold them both. Glock or Something else. 











Steve H

on
12/13/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Typical excellent transaction with Bud's. Pistol is surprisingly shootable, in spite of the DAO action. With two extra mags, night sights, and .357 barrel, this is an incredible value! 











Roger H

on
10/03/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Range tested and passed with flying colors. Bud's ran out of used barrels so they sent me a brand new one instead shipped separately a few days later but worth the short wait. This compact is my new favorite P250. I have a full size 40 S&W and a 9mm caliber X-change kit. However, the compact fits my hand perfectly and is so comfortable to grip point and pull. In 10secs. pop in the 357 sig barrel and wow the gun just comes to life. Also 2 extra mags for free means I can pick up a few more for my SHTF messenger bag. Who wants to reload when you are surrounded by zombies :) Seriously, I hope Bud's has another promotion as good as this. Great deal!!! 











Thomas Ervin M

on
09/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my 3rd purchase from Buds and as usual - it came a day earlier than was promised!!! No one beats Buds on price/shipping/customer service!!! As for the pistol - I think the Sig Sauer P250 is very arguably one of the best deals on a polymer framed semi-auto pistol that there is! I have 2 other much more expensive polymer framed pistols (HK P30 9mm & FNH FNP-45) and this Sig shoots just as good! Add to this P250 Compact .40sw package, a .357sig barrel, 2 extra mags, Night Sights and all for only $419 SHIPPED!?? NO BRAINER!!! I have 150 rounds through it already and so far flawless performance! Very accurate (in a more skilled hand I'm sure it would be surgical) and the medium sized frame it comes with feels really good in the hand! Needess to say I'll definitely be buying from buds again - and definitely another Sig Sauer Firearm...(hmm Sig 1911 Scorpion or Tacops..).... 











Mark J

on
09/18/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Terrific handgun. Much Much better than the online reviews indicate. Trigger took about 50 rounds to get used to but it is as smooth as butter. I really like this trigger now. Shot about 100 rounds of .40cal and .357cal and not one problem to report. I really like this Sig. 











Matt R

on
09/14/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I had my eye on this gun for awhile but was scared to purchase online. 500 rounds later and still loving it. Not 1 FTF. 











Nathaniel R

on
09/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great buy!!!! This gun is accurate and the .357 sig barrel looked new. The only downside was the grip size. It came in a small and I would have preferred a medium. Can't really fault Bud's as the grip size wasn't advertized. 











Jeremy F

on
09/02/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Glad I read the reviews before I bought this gun. It has liv 











Walter B

on
08/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun showed up fast as always. When I see people complain 











Nick C

on
08/22/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










FYI... The title doesn't say the gun is used. The .357 Sig barrel is used. 











Nick C

on
08/22/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Whomever doesn't like this gun is stupid... It's a DOA, and of course the trigger pull is long. Very reliable gun and easy to field strip and clean. I've only shot .40 thru it and haven't used the .357 barrel. Really no need as .40 is cheaper. Anyway, gun is a solid well made firearm. I put slip on rubber grip and it now my CCW. Highly recommend. 











Jeremiah B

on
08/12/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun fast shipping I will buy from buds again 











Greg S

on
08/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered it late thursday night and received it today, monday from my ffl, was packaged like a new gun but both barrels had been used, the frame and slide appear new and the born on or manuf. date on the box is april 2011, overall a fantastic deal with and extra barrel and 3 magazines for 420$. Im sure it will shoot fine, break down and cleaning was easy, the fcm had some dirt and grease but not like the barrels. Thanks buds, you cant be beat. 











Jeremiah S

on
08/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my 250 two days after ordering it... everything was in great shape. Amazing value. Thanks Buds 











Bob H

on
07/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Ordered this gun which was marked "used" so I expected it to be a police trade-in or demo gun with a fair amount of holster or finish wear. Still figured it would be a good value since it came with a few extras. Imagine my surprise when the gun arrived today and everything was brand new, still in the factory wrap and unopened, with a "born on" date of just a few months ago! An excellent deal far below retail... which reminds me why I like to shop with Buds. Will keep me coming back for sure. Thanks Buds! 











Kenneth B

on
07/25/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase through Buds. It took 2 days for Buds to process order. I had the order delivered to the FFL dealer on Buds referral list on a Thursday when UPS stated the pistol had been signed for. The referred FFL dealer had no knowledge of its delivery and said he would check into it. Here iit is on the eigth day since putting in my order and I might get my pistol from their referred FFL dealer. If there is a next time with Buds I will use my tried and true local gunshop and not one of their referred dealers. This has truly been a learning experience that I wll not repeat again. The short of this story is not a good outcome for me the buyer. I would not recommend using one of their FFL dealers to receive your shipment. I thought using one of them would hasten my taking possesion of my order quicker but it has proven to take longer that any purchase Ihave ever made in my life for a firearm. 











Martin T

on
07/18/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I Love this firearm!!! The ergonomics are superb, fits my hand like a glove. The DAO trigger is smooth and crisp, almost no perceived recoil. comes with 3 magazines (Sig charges $41.50 each) and extra Sig .357 barrel ($99) that means i payed about $200.00 for the gun itself plus Sig's life time warrenty, What Value!!! Also having the option to change calibers, hand grips and size. truly the firearm of the future. Only thing i might have a concern with is the materiall the trigger is made of, seems kind of light wieght, but i've had no problems with it, so it could just be my imagination. Tjhis was my second purchase from Bud's, and its been stress free. The guy at the call center was very patient and helpful with me when I told him i didnt know what an ACH payment(I only deal in cash usually) was and he had to explain it to me, then walk me through it. Thanks Bud's you've earned a loyal customer. 











Dennis B

on
07/15/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was somewhat dubious of buying the SIG P250 after reading of some quality control problems right after they were introduced. If you've read the same, I am happy to report that those somewhat nebulous 'problems' have been solved. My experience with this .40S&W/.357 SIG combo was sufficiently positive I bought a second P250 Compact in ,45ACP. How do they shoot? Five-shot groups fired from 25 yards with the .40S&W all fell within 2", with no failures to feed, eject or go back into battery. The .357 SIG spread out a little but all groups were less than 3", flawlessly. The .45ACP fared best of all, with one group going into a hair less than 1.75". I believe each of these iterations could be bettered by someone with younger eyes and who shoots more often than I do these days. A couple of minor nits to pick: the original write-up for this package made no mention of the .357SIG barrel being used. (I printed out the ad, as is my custom, and there is absolutely no mention of the barrel being anything but new.) In any event, when I received the pistol, it came with two new ,40S&W barrels and no .357SIG barrel at all. I called Bud's and was instructed to return one of the .40 barrels and they would send me (a) a used ,357SIG barrel; and (b) a refund for the return postage. The barrel was downright nasty but cleaned up well and obviously shot well, too. The refund never arrived, not that $6 is going to break my piggy bank. Like I said, both were minor nits that did not erode my faith in Bud's and fell into the category of, well, obama happens. All in all, I highly recommend these super-affordable SIG's--and, best of all, they are MADE IN THE USA! 











Matthew W

on
07/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Update on the p250 i purchased... After 450 rounds still not one misfire or issue of any kind. Easy to clean and switch barrels and the 367 sig works perfectly though it shows a little ware from prior use but functions great. If possible i will buy another i like it so much, I have gotten used to the long trigger but i still consider buying the shorter trigger sig offers. at 56 dollars it would still put this pistol at a price well below what it is worth. So to those who dislike the long trigger consider buying a short trigger for it. All in all a great gun! 











Petros L

on
07/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, great service...again. This is a very nice gun with a heck of a deal. Highly recommend. 











Edgar P

on
07/04/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My first purchase from Bud's was a great one! My P250 arrived about a week ago, but I just got to shot it today. I put about 200 rounds of Winchester Ranger 180 gr. through it with no problems at all. The trigger pull is long but it is VERY smooth. Would recommend this as a home defense gun to anyone... 











Matthew W

on
07/02/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got my 250 two days after ordering it... everything was in great condition shot 150 rounds through it no misfires or any issues i love the gun... there is the long trigger pull... but that can be replaced if you dont like it... considering buying another 











Nick L

on
07/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a nice gun, and the deal was too good to pass up. This gun functions perfectly, looks nice, shoots accurately, and has the best trigger on any "plastic" gun I've shot to date. Also easy to take completely apart for a thorough cleaning. the extra barrel and mag nice touches, the night sights are awesome. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community
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